GETTING ACQUAINTED WITH THE NETHERLANDS

Choosing the subject

We asked ourselves:
- Which problems did we face?
- What is the most important issue to be fixed?

Why?

How did we get there?

Objectives
- Help the international students adapt
- Match international students’ daily routines with those in Netherlands.
- Provide vital information when needed

Benefits

MIND MAP

SURVIVAL GUIDE

NEW INTERNATIONAL STUDENTS

VALUABLE INFORMATION

NETHERLANDS

VARIABLE DISTRIBUTION

ARRIVAL

What is our product?

Further development:

Electronic solutions:
- Website
- Newpage on existing website
- (Facebook/Workflow)
- Application (Phone/Pad)

Paper edition:
- Poster
- Booklet

Ideas for improvement

User input:
- Modified edition, pictures, videos, and map references
- Leave comments
- Rate the tip

Reflections

Cooperation

Satisfaction

Sporting
GETTING ACQUAINTED WITH THE NETHERLANDS

What is our product?

MIND MAP
USEFUL IDEAS
SURVIVAL GUIDE
PRACTICAL TIPS
NEW INTERNATIONAL STUDENTS

VALUABLE INFORMATION - NETHERLANDS

ARRIVAL

Benefits

- Easy navigation and understanding
- Multilingual and multiformat
- Interactive experiences
- Real-time updates
- Engaging content

Further development

Electronic solution:
- Website
- Web-based or existing websites (Facebook/Site bullying)
- Application (Phone/iPad)

Paper edition:
- Poster
- Book
- Leaflet

Idea for improvement

User input:
- Member crews (students, advice and map references)
- Users comments
- Rate the tip

Reflections

Cooperation

Learning

Satisfaction

Goals:

- Help the international students adapt
- Match international students' daily routines with those in Netherlands.
- Provide vital information when needed

We asked ourselves:
- Which problems did we face?
- What is the most important issue to fixed?
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How did we get there?

- BRAINSTORMING
- DEMOCRATICALLY VOTING
- FIRST ATTEMPT
- RESEARCH
- SOLUTION

Objectives

Paper
- Proposal
- Methodology
- Literature review
- Learning objectives
How did we get there?
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Objectives

- Help the international students adapt
- Match international students' daily routines with those in Netherlands.
- Provide vital information when needed
GETTING ACQUAINTED WITH THE NETHERLANDS

What is our product?

MIND MAP
PRESENTATION
USEFUL IDEAS
SURVIVAL GUIDE
PRACTICAL TIPS
NEW INTERNATIONAL STUDENTS
VALUABLE INFORMATION - NETHERLANDS

What is our product?

ARRIVAL

Further development

Electronic solution:
- Website
- User-friendly
- Information on selected website
- Application (Phone/Pad)

Paper edition:
- Paper
- Mag
- Leaflet

Idea for improvement

User input:
- Michael's tips, studies, advice
- Map references
- Literature
- Rate the tip

Benefits


Reflections

Cooperation

Learning

Satisfaction

We asked ourselves:
- Which problems did we face?
- What is the most important issue to be fixed?

Objectives

- Help the international students adapt
- Match international students' daily routines with those in Netherlands
- Provide vital information when needed

How did we get there?

How?
What is our product?

Further development

Electronic solution:
- Website
- Webpage on existing website (Facebook/Delftup)
- Application (Phone/Pad)

Paper edition:
- Poster
- Map
- Leaflet

Ideas for improvement

User input:
- Upload own tips, pictures, videos and map references
- Leave comments
- Rate the tip

Benefits

- Help new students settling down quickly
- Save money
- Save time
- Online as well as offline use

MIND MAP FRESHMEN
USEFUL IDEAS
SURVIVAL GUIDE PRACTICAL TIPS
NEW INTERNATIONAL STUDENTS
VALUABLE INFORMATION NETHERLANDS
VARIABLE DISTRIBUTION ARRIVAL
Benefits

- Help new students settling down quickly
- Online as well as offline use
- Save money
- Save time
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Help new students settling down quickly
Save money
Save time
Online as well as offline use
Further development

Electronic solution:
- Website
- Webpage on existing website (Facebook/Delftulip)
- Application (Phone/Pad)

Paper edition:
- Poster
- Map
- Leaflet
Ideas for improvement

User input:
- Upload own tips, pictures, videos and map references
- Leave comments
- Rate the tip
Reflections

Cooperation

Problems:
- Disagreements and misunderstandings
- No common grounds
- No time plan

Solutions:
- New decision-making process
- Constructive discussions
- Division of workload

Learning

Satisfaction
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Problems:
  • Disagreements and misunderstandings
  • No common grounds
  • No time plan
Solutions:

- New decision making process
- Constructive discussions
- Division of workload
Learning

Multicultural
- Cooperation with different cultures is difficult but rewarding
- Possibility to practice English and understand other accents

Group project
- Finding new ideas is difficult and making everybody agree is impossible
- Big teams are more problematic
- Time is a big issue
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Group project

- Finding new ideas is difficult and making everybody agree is impossible
- Big teams are more problematic
- Time is a big issue
Satisfaction